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GOTY 2014 is excited about starting her first year at the Anna Hart School of the Arts! But she can't

help comparing herself to her older sister, Jade, who attends the same school and is an amazing

ballerina. GOTY 2014's other classmates are equally talented, and she starts wondering whether

she really belongs at her new school. She earns a role in the fall festival, but she struggles during

rehearsals. Can GOTY 2014 learn how to focus less on those around her and more on her own

dancing? With help from her sister and her friends, GOTY 2014 may discover a unique talent that

she can truly call her own.
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Used book. Stated to be "good". Book noted to be in great shape. four pages fold at the top, no

writing or torn pages.Shipped fast as expected. This book was purchased for my 7 1/2 old daughter.

Both of us read at night, we take turns. I find that this book is very well written but wordy. The story

line tends to run on a bit in various areas hense loosing both my daughters attention and mine as

well.



Isabelle goes to a special Dance school. She loves to make her own costumes but soon develops

self doubt but finds a way to over come this. I also enjoyed the little real life stories in the back of the

book. My friend's daughter really wanted Isabelle for her birthday, so I got her started on these

books and she's enjoying them as well...working her way up to earning the doll.

My 8 year old daughter absolutely loved this book. She has read other American Girl books like

Sage, Samantha, Kit, Julie, etc. Isabelle resonated with her so much we went to the American Girl

store so she could get the Isabelle doll. More modern then most others leans heavily on the dance

theme.

My daughter and I have entered the world of American Girl this year and absolutely love GOTY

Isabelle! We are both sad that she will soon be gone. However, her books will hopefully remain

available for a long time.This is the first book that comes with the 18 inch Isabelle doll (or can be

purchased separately) and tells the first part of Isabelle's story. We have seen her movie and in

comparison, this book covers the beginning of her story through the fall festival part, going into more

detail than the movie does. There are some parts that differ a bit from the movie of course (in the

movie, Isabelle is in more of a Halloween dance than a "fall festival" show) but the differences are

relatively minor.There are 10 chapters to this book and it took us awhile to read it all the way

through, but overall, we both enjoyed it. I highly recommend it to Isabelle fans and anyone who

loves American Girl!

I read this book for my summer reading project. I am going into 4th grade. This is about Isabelle and

her trying out for a dance company called Anna Hart School. Her sister Jade goes there too. I like

this book because its fun and a little silly. Since I take ballet myself, I really liked that the ballet

moves are spelled out in the book. At the end, Jade and Isabelle were really happy because they

both made it into the Nutcracker.

I think that "Isabelle" was a great book. I think that there should be more of these Isabelle

books.American Girl's are great books! I can't wait to buy more American Girl books .I saw the

movie"Isabelle" but I thought that the book was better.

Great book needs more pictures I recommend this book for anyone who loves dance and

adventures it is awesome great job to the author



My grand daughter loved Isabelle and treated her like gold.....unfortunately someone got into her

house and stole it. I can't afford to replace it because it's only now available on sites like ebay at an

extremely inflated price.
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